
Student Sample 1 

Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel were a duo from Queens, who performed folk rock from 1957 – 1070. 

They met in 4th grade when Simon saw Garfunkel at a talent show and hoped to befriend him as a 

ploy to attract girls. They eventually wrote their first song, “Girl for Me” in 1956 while at Forest Hill 

High School. The years went by and as their time for departure grew closer, their disagreements 

grew stronger, leading to the demise of the duo after the album, “Sounds of Silence”, was a 

commercial failure. Over the years they have reunited on occasions to play together, just as they did 

in the old days. 

Disturbed, originally titled, “Brawl”, Is a heavy metal band from Chicago, consisting of vocalist, David 

Draiman, Bassist, John Moyer, Guitarist, Dan Donegan, And drummer, Mike Wengren. Draiman was 

the second vocalist after, Erich Analf and was the ultimate decider of their new name. When asked 

about the name, Draiman replied, “It just seemed to symbolise everything we were feeling at the 

time”. Since Draiman’s joining, the band had released 5 albums before retiring to their side projects 

in 2011. The band re-joined in 2015 to release “Immortalised” which has sold over 400,000 copies in 

the U.S.  

The Sound of Silence was written by Paul Simon and recorded by Simon and Garfunkel in Columbia 

studios in 1964. Album was a commercial failure but after their producer heard it over the radio time 

and time again, he decided to remix the track, adding drums, bass, and electric guitar. The song was 

released without Simon and Garfunkel’s knowledge but hit 1 in the Billboard’s Hot 100. Since then, 

the song has been cover by a number of artists but most notable of all was the Disturbed version. 

The Disturbed released the song on December 7, 2015 and hit 1 on Billboard’s Hard Rock Digital 

Songs and Billboard’s Mainstream Rock Songs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Pitch is often defined as the degree of height or depth of a sound or a group of sounds. The pitch is 

quite varied when comparing both takes on “Sound Of Silence”. The original and overdubbed piece 

is performed in conjunct which means the song moves in steps, whereas the covered version 

progressed much slower and is therefore considered disjunct. The use of instruments is quite 

different between the two pieces. The original piece consisted of the fundamental instruments such 

as guitar and bass whereas the Disturbed version had a much more orchestral sound with the use of 

cellos, violins and piano. The melody of both compositions is performed by the vocals. The original 

vocals are defined as baritone due to the mid-range of the vocalist and the Disturbed vocals are 

considered bass due to the low sounding of the voice. The ornamentation of both pieces contains 

vibrato however the cover version also contains growling. The range of the original melody is 

medium range due to the melody only staying within the walls of one single octave. However the 

Disturbed melody was wide ranged because of how extensive the melody is. The original piece’s 

melodies register was lower treble because of how high the vocals naturally were. The register of 

the covered version’s melody can be considered both lower and upper bass because of how low the 

vocals naturally are sung and how high the vocals can and at times are sung. The phrasing of both 



pieces is 2 bar phrasing. The ostinatos performed by the original piece were played by the guitar, at 

the intro, first verse and outro, and the bass, from the second verse onwards. The ostinato in the 

covered version was performed by the piano and was played throughout the entire piece. 

Sample;  

S & G: 0.40 – 1.10 

Disturbed: 1.40 - 2.30 

These samples bring out the range and register of both compositions, but highlight the Disturbed’s 

variety. The sample also brings out some of the ostinatos played in both pieces and displays the 

conjunct and disjunct of both compositions. 

Duration is the period of time in which something continues. The duration of both pieces is quite 

varied, however they do contain similar traits. Both pieces are played in a 4/4 time signature which 

means the songs are played with 4 beats per bar. Both pieces are isometric which means the 

compositions contain 1 time signature throughout the entire performance. The tempo of the original 

is moderato which means its pace is medium or at a walking pace. The tempo of the cover version is 

adagio which is much slower than the original. The notes of the original are mainly short but longer 

in the chorus whereas the notes of the cover are longer inn the entire song. The drums of the 

original overdubbed piece performs both an ostinato from the second verse onwards, and 

syncopation in the off beats, while simultaneously keeping the beat. However in the covered 

version, the piano keeps the beat by keeping the time for all other instruments and performs a 

rhythmic ostinato throughout the first and second verse and chorus. 

Sample; 

S & G: 0.40 – 1.10 

Disturbed: 0.20 – 1.00 

These samples display the time signatures and tempos of both pieces while revealing the beats of 

both compositions. They show some of the ostinatos performed and display the note lengths of both 

songs. 

Tone colour, or timbre, is the character or quality of a musical sound or voice. The tone colour of 

both pieces are similar but differ from one another still. The instruments for the first and original 

piece can be broken up into 3 classes. Chordophones; which contains the guitars and the bass, 

membranophones; which contains the drums and the vocals and harmonics. The classes of the 

covered versions instruments are similar, with chordophones containing the guitar, cellos, and 

violins, membranophones containing the tom tom, idiophones containing the piano and the 

cymbals, and the vocals. The roles of the originals instruments are the melodic accompaniment; 

harmonies and both guitars, beat; drums, rhythmic accompaniment; bass guitar, and the melody; 

vocals. The melody of both songs are the same, however the other roles differ with melodic 

accompaniment containing piano, both guitars, cellos, and violins, and rhythmic accompaniment 

containing the tom tom and the cymbals. In both pieces the guitars are plucked, although the 

original is also strummed and the cover also slides and uses hammer-ons. The drums from the 

original and the cymbals from the cover are both hit in order to create sound. The guitar from the 

original is played to sound classical, dark and of nylon origin. The vocals from the same piece sound 

nasal, weak and use vibrato whereas the vocals from the covered piece sound deep, powerful and 

almost demonic. The piano from the covered version is played to sound dark, slow, and innocent. 



 

Sample; 

S & G: 0.00 – 0.40 

Disturbed: 3.10 – 4.00 

These samples emphasise the way the originals vocals sound weak and nasal, while the disturbed 

vocals sound demonic and powerful. The sample also represented the way the guitars were both 

plucked, strummed, slid and hammered on from both compositions. 

Dynamics is the relative loudness of a sound, section, or piece. Both the original and the disturbed 

version are played with legato which means it is played smoothly and well connected. Both pieces 

are begun quite thin with a lot of space to be filled and continue building up throughout the song. 

However the Disturbed version builds the song up much steadier and much more full that the 

original. Both songs use ritardando which means it slows down at a point. This occurs for both songs 

with all instruments at the end of the song. The disturbed cover also uses accelerando and Arco. 

Accelerando is when a song starts to speed up and this occurs ever so slightly around the third verse 

with all the instruments. Arco is the bowing of strings and this occurs with the cellos and violins for 

the entirety of their performance. 

Sample; 

S & G: 2.40 – 3.05 

Disturbed: 3.50 – 4.19 

These samples convey the use of ritardando in both songs and show the way the instruments slow 

down and what time they do it. The samples also show the way the song is thicker before the outro, 

then suddenly drops off to thin. 

Structure is the form a song is composed and played in and usually contains sections of the same or 

similar sounds. Both compositions were formed in canon and this is shown with the same sections 

repeated throughout the song (verse, chorus, verse, chorus, verse, etc.). The instruments played in 

these sections of the original overdubbed version were the guitar, drums, bass and vocals in both 

the choruses and verses. The cover version however, had much more variety with piano, vocals, 

guitar, cello, violin, tom tom, and cymbals being played in both but with a change in prominency. 

The roles of the instruments in the original composition are melodic accompaniment with guitar, 

melody with vocals, rhythmic accompaniment with bass and the beat with the drums. The roles of 

the instruments in the Disturbed version were the piano, cellos, violins, and guitar in the melodic 

accompaniment, the vocals again in the melody and the tom toms and cymbals in rhythmic 

accompaniment. The piano is the instrument that keeps the beat for the song, even though it also 

accompanies the melody. The original has three of its four instruments performing ostinatos ith the 

guitar performing a melodic ostinato during the intro, first verse, and outro, the bass performing 

throughout the song with the drums only changing to fill in the transitions between sections, both 

playing rhythmic ostinatos. The disturbed version however only has the piano playing a melodic 

ostinato through the intro, first verse and chorus, and outro. Both songs are phrased with 2 bar 

phrasing. 

Samples; 

S & G: 1.10 – 1.55 



Disturbed: 1.45 – 2.40 

These sections show that the sections go round in a cycle, therefore represents the canon form the 

song takes. The samples also show the instruments used in the sections and the ostinatos being used 

throughout the composition. 

Texture is how the melodic and rhythmic materials of a composition are combined. The original 

piece is considered quite thin due to the lack of instruments. After the first chorus, the song adds in 

bass and drums but still leaves a lot of space that could be filled. The Disturbed version is quite bare 

at the beginning with only vocals and piano but the song gradually builds so that by the 4th verse the 

composition is quite thick and sounds orchestral. The original piece is composed with the guitars in 

both the intro and outro, and the bass, vocals, drums and guitars in the verses and choruses. The 

Disturbed took the same approach at the verses and choruses with piano, vocals, guitar, cellos, 

violins, tom toms, and cymbals in both. The intro consisted of piano while the outro consisted of 

piano, guitar, cello, violins, tom toms, and cymbals. Both pieces were homophonic, which means 

they both have a central melody, with accompaniments added and played alongside it. 

Samples; 

S & G: 0.30 – 0.50 

Disturbed: 1.30 – 2.20 

These samples show the way the composers build up their songs from thin to thick. The original song 

builds up very suddenly after the first chorus whereas the covered version gradually builds to sound 

very thick. The samples also display the melody followed by an accompaniment which is a perfect 

example of the music being homophonic. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0o2pp_z9SU : S&G 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Dg-

g7t2l4&index=2&list=PL3T3TLDUAf3EVCuzwyBy7En1D7EaSpmbD : Disturbed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0o2pp_z9SU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Dg-g7t2l4&index=2&list=PL3T3TLDUAf3EVCuzwyBy7En1D7EaSpmbD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Dg-g7t2l4&index=2&list=PL3T3TLDUAf3EVCuzwyBy7En1D7EaSpmbD


Student sample 2 

Every song has many musical concepts such as tone, pitch, dynamics, 

expressive techniques, texture and structure which are things like loudness 

and softness, how an instrument sounds and the highness and lowness of a 

tone. In the song Set Fire to the Rain sung by Adele and covered by an 

orchestra which is composed by Walt Rebeiro there are similarities and 

differences between the two with all of these musical concepts. Some 

similarities include the same phrasing, volume and structure however 

differences include the texture, the instrument that performs the melody and 

what instruments there are in each section. The following paragraphs explains 

the musical concepts and compares the two songs as well. 

In this paragraph I will be discussing the similarities and differences in pitch in 

the song Set fire to the rain by Adele and covered by Walt Rebeiro. Pitch is the 

degree of highness and lowness of a tone. In the original Adele plays the 

melody and in the cover the flute is playing the melody. The range of both 

melodies is wide because each had changed more than an octave however, 

Adele’s version had a register of lower treble or alto and the flute had a 

register of upper treble. Another difference is the amount of pitched 

instruments played in each piece such as only six instruments in the original 

and 12 in the cover. The range and register of another instruments in the 

Adele’s version is the piano which is narrow and has lower treble. In the cover 

the French horn is upper bass and is narrow as well. Both melodies are very 

different mainly because the melody in the cover is the flute however there 

are similarities such as the range and phrasing. 

In this paragraph I will be discussing the dynamics and expressive techniques 

used in both pieces. The dynamics are the volume of sound and the expressive 

techniques is the way a performer plays a piece of music. The dynamics show 

how loud or soft the music is, how the volume changes, if there are accents 

and the impact the volume has on the music. The expressive techniques mainly 

relate to tempo, style, articulation, ornamentation, instrumental and vocal 

techniques. In the intro, verse 1 and the bridge the volume is mezzo soprano 

for both pieces making them similar. The melody is also mainly legato which is 

smooth and well detached for the original and the cover. There is finger picking 

and slight distortion in the original. The violin in the cover makes sharp or flat 

notes which is called pitch bend. In both songs the volume gradually gets 

louder between the bridge and the chorus. In the original the texture goes 



from being thin in the intro, verse 1 and bridge and then all the instruments 

come into the song at the chorus creating a medium texture. The dynamics 

and expressive techniques were used widely in both songs making them much 

more interesting to listen to. 

The duration generally refers to the beat and all aspects of it such as whether it 

is long or short, what instrument plays it and what changes there are. When it 

comes to duration the original and the orchestral cover are quite similar such 

as the time signature being 4/4 in both pieces and both being isometric 

meaning that the time signature did not change throughout the songs. The 

tempo in both pieces are allegro which is moderately fast and the phrasing is 2 

bars long as well. Some differences include length of notes were mainly short. 

However, in the orchestral version it was a mixture of long and short notes 

because instruments such as cellos and flutes produced long notes and the 

violin and French horns played short notes. The instrument keeping the beat in 

the original was the electric drums and the same was for the cover where the 

timpani was keeping the beat. 

In this paragraph the music concept I will be discussing is tone colour and the 

similarities and differences of tone colour in both the original and cover songs. 

Tone colour also known as timbre is the ability to tell two or more instruments 

apart by their sound. Two instruments in the original such as the electric drums 

and violin can be described as being hit and bowed this is the same for the 

cover where the timpani are being hit and the violins are bowed. There are 

many ways to describe how an instrument sounds by using words such as light, 

fluttery, haunting or shrill. In Adele’s version the vocals can be described as 

emotional, strong and sad and the electric guitar sounds soft, cool and has an 

undertone. In the orchestral cover the flute sounds high, sad, fragile and 

angelic and the French horn can be described as duck sounding, deep and 

majestic. The melody in the original are vocals, a melodic accompaniment is 

the violin and the drums is keeping the beat. However, in the cover the melody 

is the flute with the clarinet accompanying it and the timpani keeping the beat 

with the snare and bass drums and the cymbals accompanying it. It is because 

of the wide range of instruments in both songs that it is difficult to tell how 

each instrument sounds individually however, the melody is easy hear. 

The texture in a song can be described as simply what instruments are in each 

section of the song, whether it is thin, medium or thick and if it is monophonic, 

homophonic or polyphonic. The difference between both songs when to the 



texture is that the original has 7 instruments making the texture medium and 

the cover has 13 instruments meaning that it has a thick texture. Both the song 

and cover are homophonic because there is only one melody played and it is 

accompanied by other pitched instruments. In the chorus, the instruments 

played in the original are the vocals, drums, electric guitar, piano, violin, 

synthesizer and cello. In the cover the instruments played in the chorus are the 

viola, violin, timpani, cymbals, snare drum, double bass drum, French horn, 

euphonium, bassoon, bass trombone, clarinet, cello and trumpet. It is obvious 

that all the instruments in each song are played when it comes to the chorus 

which makes them both loud. Overall, the texture in both songs are fairly 

different because there are not as many instruments in the original compared 

to the cover. 

The structure in both songs are very similar which is usual between an original 

and an orchestral cover. The original by Adele is made up of the intro, verse 1, 

bridge, chorus, verse 2 and the chorus x2 and is the same for the cover. In 

Adele’s version the intro includes the electric guitar and piano, verse 1 has the 

electric guitar and drums and vocals, the bridge has the electric guitar and 

drums, vocals and the chorus has all of the instruments. In the cover however 

there is violins and violas in the intro, verse 1 has all the instruments except for 

the cellos and cymbals, the bridge has all instruments except for the cymbals 

and all instruments are in the chorus. The melody in the original and cover is 

played by the vocals and flute and the instruments keeping the beat is the 

electric drums and timpani. The structure of both pieces is binary for example, 

“My hands, they were strong, but my knees were far too weak, to stand in 

your arms, without falling to your feet”. The phrasing is 2 bars long for both 

songs and the electric drums play rhythmic ostinatos in the original and the 

snare drum, double bass drum and the timpani all play ostinatos as well.  

The structure is pretty much the same however, the instruments in each 

sections are different between the two pieces. 

 In conclusion, all the musical concepts explained were used in both songs and 

made them similar in some ways yet different in other ways. For example, the 

time signature used in duration was 4/4 in both pieces however, the texture 

was medium in the original piece whereas it was thick in the orchestral cover. 

Overall there are many things that make up a song and makes it interesting to 

listen to which gives others ideas of making a cover version.  

 Link for song 1:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlsBObg-1BQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlsBObg-1BQ


Link for song 2:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-box383goM 

 

Music sample for song 1: 0:00-1:17 

Music sample for song 2: 0:20-1:38 

Both samples show the intro, verse 1, bridge and chorus 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-box383goM


Student Sample 3 

Pitch refers to the highness or lowness of a tone. In Tracy Burjan's 'Elvenwood', the melody changes 

between many instruments, but generally stays within the String Family. Stephen Chin's 'Pagodas By 

The Heavenly Lake', also has many instruments play the melody, although, in this piece, the melody 

tends to stay within the Recorder Section. The melody in both pieces is conjunct, meaning that it 

moves in steps. Both pieces also have some variety of pitched instruments which are used. While 

both pieces feature a complete string family (Violins I, II and III, Viola, Cello and Double Bass) and a 

Recorder section (Descant, Bass, and Treble), Burjan makes use of an Electric guitar, a choir, a flute 

and both violin and recorder soloists, whereas Chin includes a harp, a glockenspiel, a xylophone, a 

piano and a celesta. Melodic ostinatos are found in both pieces. In 'Elvenwood', the choir has one at 

the beginning of the piece and the bass string instruments (Cello and Double Bass) in the 'repeated' 

section. In 'Pagodas By The Heavenly Lake', the recorder section have one at the beginning of the 

piece, Bass String Instruments and the Piano have one or two separate ones towards the middle of 

the piece. Both pieces are free-flowing, meaning they have no phrasing. Ornamentation is used in 

both pieces quite frequently. Vibrato is used a lot by all string instruments and recorders in both 

pieces and is also used on the choir and flute in 'Elvenwood'. Tremolo is also used by the string 

instruments in 'Pagodas By The Heavenly Lake.' Melodies in both pieces are in the Treble register, 

with Burjan composing a wide-ranged melody, compared to a medium-ranged melody, as composed 

by Chin. The cello and the double bass in 'Elvenwood' and 'Pagodas By The Heavenly Lake', 

respectively, have a medium range and are of the Bass register. The melodic contour of both songs is 

smooth and flowing, giving a mystical effect which is pleasing to the ear. 

 

Duration is the amount of time of which something continues. The time signatures of Tracy Burjan's 

'Elvenwood' and Stephen Chin's 'Pagodas By The Heavenly Lake' are 3/4 (3 crotchet beats per bar) + 

6/8 (6 quaver beats per bar) and 4/4 (4 crotchet beats per bar), respectively. This means that Burjan 

has composed a multimetric piece, whereas Chin's composition is isometric. 'Pagodas By The 

Heavenly Lake' does a swap between tempos, the first half of the piece being andante (easy, walking 

pace) and changes to allegro (fast and lively) in the second half. 'Elvenwood' on the other hand, 

keeps a moderato (moderate) tempo throughout the entirety of the piece. In both pieces, the bass 

string instruments (cello and double bass) and the drums keep the beat, and the overall length of 

notes are mainly long (legato). The length of notes, however, does change in the second half of both 

pieces, resulting the melodic accompaniment have some shorter notes (staccato) played. Both 

pieces make use of rhythmic ostinatos. Burjan composers one for the drums after the solo recorder 

and the bass string instruments have one after their turn at the melody. Chin composes one for the 

bass string instruments, which occurs at the start and at the end of the first  half and another for the 

congas, which occurs in the middle of the first half of the piece. The phrasing in both pieces is free-

flowing, meaning it has no identifiable phrasing, and both composers do not use syncopation and 

tend to emphasise the stronger beats (beats 1 and 3). 

 

Tone colour is the quality of a musical note, sound, or tone that distinguishes different types of 

sound production. A complete string family (Violins I, II, III, Viola, Cello and Double Bass), a recorder 

section (Descant, Treble and Bass) and a drum section (Snare, Bass and suspended cymbals) are 

found within both Tracy Burjan's 'Elvenwood' and Stephen Chin's 'Pagodas By The Heavenly Lake'. 

Burjan also includes a flute, a choir, an electric guitar and soloists on both violin and recorder in her 



composition. Chin uses a xylophone, a glockenspiel, wind chimes, temple blocks, congas, piano, a 

harp, a triangle, timpani and a celesta in his piece. Recorders and the flute are part of the woodwind 

family. The drums, timpani, congas, temple blocks, wind chimes and triangle are part of the untuned 

percussion. The xylophone, glockenspiel, piano and celesta are part of the tuned percussion. The 

violins, cello, viola, double bass, harp and electric guitar are part of the string family and the choir is 

a treble voice. Woodwind and string instruments in both pieces are the only ones to play the 

melody, and otherwise, provide melodic and rhythmic accompaniment to their piece. Both 

percussion sections provide rhythmic accompaniment and keep the beat, while the tuned percussion 

also provide some melodic accompaniment. The voice provides a melody and some melodic 

accompaniment. In Burjan's piece, the recorders are performed by being blown  and the double bass 

is played using pizzicato (plucking) and arco (bowing) techniques. The choir and the flute sound 

mystical, giving the piece a magical, dream-like feel to it. In Chin's composition, the harp is played 

through the strumming and plucking of its strings and the celesta is performed by the strings being 

hit with a hammer/mallet (like a piano). The recorder and cello in this piece also create a mystic 

tone, however, it is more majestic and sombre than 'Elvenwood'. 

 

Dynamics refers to the relative loudness of a note or sound. Expressive Techniques refers to the 

musical detail that articulates a style or interpretation of a style. In Tracy Burjan's 'Elvenwood', the 

first half of the piece is quite soft, maximising at a mezzo forte. The second half, however, is 

considerably louder than the first, maximising at fortississimo. Stephen Chin's 'Pagodas By The 

Heavenly Lake', the dynamics jump around quite a lot, with both halves having quiet and loud 

sections. The overall note length in both pieces is mainly long (legato). In both pieces, the string 

instruments use pizzicato (plucking), arco (bowing) and vibrato techniques. The recorder also makes 

use of the vibrato technique. In 'Elvenwood', the electric guitar uses strumming and picking 

techniques and the choir and flute use vibrato to enhance the sound of the piece. In 'Pagodas By The 

Heavenly Lake', the harp makes use of strumming and pizzicato (plucking) techniques and string 

instruments use the tremolo technique to add variety to the music. In both pieces, there are 

numerous melodic changes, which lets the cello, violin, recorder and soloists (in 'Elvenwood') have a 

chance of playing the melody. Both pieces feature many dynamic changes as well. In 'Elvenwood', 

there is also a number of time signature changes, swapping between 3/4 and 6/8. 

 

Structure refers to the form and arrangement of a piece of music. In Tracy Burjan's 'Elvenwood' and 

Stephen Chin's 'Pagodas By The Heavenly Lake', the phrasing is free-flowing, meaning there is no 

identifiable phrasing. Also, for both pieces, they are through-composed, which means they have no 

identifiable structure. Although, they both have sections which do repeat. In Burjan's composition, 

the drums provide a rhythmic ostinato in the middle of the piece. The bass string instruments (cello 

and double bass) also provide a rhythmic ostinato in the 'repeated' section in the second half of the 

piece. The choir provides a melodic ostinato in the beginning of the piece. In Chin's composition, the 

bass string instruments have a rhythmic ostinato and the recorder section have a melodic ostinato in 

the beginning of the piece. The bass string instruments have a melodic ostinato in the end of the first 

half of the piece and again at the start of the second half. The congas also have a rhythmic ostinato 

in the middle of the first half of the piece. 

 



Texture refers to the layers of sound within a piece of music. In both Stephen Chin's 'Pagodas By The 

Heavenly Lake' and Tracy Burjan's 'Elvenwood', the music is thick in texture as there is generally 

more than 7 instruments playing at any one time throughout the piece. Although, in both pieces, the 

texture does change to being thin at both the beginning and in the middle sections (the drum solo 

[Elvenwood] and the tempo change [Pagodas By The Heavenly Lake]). Both pieces are also 

homophonic, meaning that there is only one melody being played at a time with accompaniment. 

Although, in 'Elvenwood', the end section becomes polyphonic, with the violins playing the main 

melody and cello playing another melody at the same time. 

 

Tracy graduated from the Conservatorium High School in 1980 on the clarinet, piano and 

composition. She has been teaching music in the public school system for over 15 years. Tracy has 

played and sung with many bands including Hey ba-ba-re-bop, a 9 piece swing band, which she lead 

with her husband Paul. She writes much of her music with her husband, many of which have been 

performed at the Sydney Opera House for the NSW DET Festival of Instrumental Music concerts, this 

year being her sixth year composing for the festival. Tracy was also one of the co-founders of the 

Symphonia Jubilate, which is based in Strathfield.  

 

Stephen was born in Sydney, NSW. As a founding member of the Sydney Youth Orchestra, Stephen's 

interest and enthusiasm for music lead him to undertake further studies at Sydney University where 

formal training in both violin and composition were completed. Stephen has gained a Bachelor of 

Music and a Post Graduate Diploma in Musical Composition from Sydney University and, in 1997, a 

Master of Music from Queensland Conservatorium of Music, Griffith University. Since that time, he 

has been invited to perform with such groups as The Darlington Baroque Players, The Queensland 

Philharmonic Orchestra, The Queensland Symphony Orchestra and The Queensland Pops Orchestra. 

In addition to this Stephen performs regularly with a number of professional chamber ensembles. He 

is also in demand as a string and orchestral clinician and has conducted a number of workshops and 

festivals. This year will be the second year that his works will be included in the NSW DET Festival of 

Instrumental Music concerts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Student Sample 4 

song 1: This is Halloween-Panic! at the Disco 

song 2: This is Halloween- Marilyn Manson 

'This is Halloween' , originally produced by Danny Elfman for the 1993 film 'A Nightmare Before 

Christmas'. It was then covered by Panic! at the Disco (P!ATD) and Marilyn Manson in 2006 for the 

Nightmare Before Christmas re-edition soundtrack.  Marilyn Mansons cover was then again in the 

2008 album 'Nightmare Revisted'.  Although there are similarities in both pieces, there are 

numerous differences as well. 

The term Pitch refers to the highness or lowness of a tone. The lead singer of P!ATD, Brendon Urie is a Leggiero 

Tenor vocalist and Marilyn Manson is a baritone vocalist as their styles are slightly different. The melody of both 

pieces is conjuct, which means it moves in steps. there are numerous differences in the pitched instruments used 

in both songs. P!atd's version is more orchestral, with pitched instruments such as a flute,cello,acoustic guitar, 

celeste,  violin and timpani. Whereas, Mansons cover is a lot more electronic, with an electric guitar and 

sythesiser. The range of both is a wide range, but Mansons register is upper bass, and p!atd' is lower treble. There 

are two melodic ostinatos in P!ATD's cover, the intro and outro of the celeste, and the small riff that the acoustic 

guitar plays in the verses that has slidesused slightly as they are advancing from chord to chord. In Mansons, 

there's only one, and that is played by the electric guitar throughout the verses and is distorted, as is Mansons 

voice.  

MUSIC SAMPLE: 

P!ATD: 0:00-0:40 

MANSON: 0:00-40 

Duration is the time in which something continues. The time signature is 4/4 in both pieces and both are 

isometric, which means that the time signature stays the same throughout. The tempo of both is Andante, which 

means its at a walking pace. In both covers, the notes are legato, which means that they are smooth and well-

connected but in Mansons cover some notes from the electric guitar are staccato. Both have rhythmic ostinatos 

from the drums but P!ATD's has a brass instrument in the background and use no syncopation. 

MUSIC SAMPLE: 

P!ATD: 1:00-1:19 

MANSON:0:45-1:00 

This sample shows that both covers are played andante, which is a walking pace, and shows the rhythmic 

ostinatos plays by the drums as well as a brass instrument. 

Tone colour, or timbre, is the quality of a musical note or sound or tone that distinguishes different types of 

sound production. In P!ATD's cover, the main instruments can be broken into 4 classes: aerophones, which 

contains the flute, piccolo, sousaphone, trumpet and the other brass instruments. Chordophones, such as the 

cello, violin and acoustic guitar, membranophones, which contain drums and the timpani. the fourth class is an 

idiophone, which contains the celeste. Then there's the male and backup vocals, and percussion. In the intro and 

outro of the song, the celeste has keys like a piano that a pressed to maake sound, which is how its plays, and in 

the verses, the acoustic guitar is strummed and plucked as well as occasional slides as the player advances fron 

chord to chord. 



In Mansons cover, it is a lot more simple, with 3 classes. Electronic sounds, which is the sythesiser and the 

distorted electric guitar, theres membranophones, which is the drums. There is also chordophones, which is the 

bass guitar.Theres also male vocals. The drums are hit to make a sound, and the sythesiseris played like a piano, 

but with different effects to give more edge to the song. 

MUSIC SAMPLE: 

P!ATD: 0:30-1:15 

MANSON: 0:20-0:40 

From these music samples youwill see how different the instruments are as well as how they are used. Panic! has 

more variety of instruments and Manson has only a few instruments. The vocals in both are quite creepy 

sounding, with Urie using more raspiness with his voice and Manson using distortion, to make it sound scary and 

almost like hes gasping the words.the flute in P!ATD's cover is really flowy and builds in a crescendo in one point 

in the song, and the electric guitar is distorted, like the vocals, and sounds quite heavy. 

Each instrument has its own role in the piece. For example, in P!ATD's cover the instruments that play the melody 

include: male vocals (tenor), the celeste plays a small melody in the intro and outro. The instruments that play 

the role of the melodic accompaniment include: backup vocals, flute, piccolo, and the violin. The instruments that 

'keep the beat' are: the drums,timpani and sousaphone. The role of the rhythmic accompaniment are played by: 

cello, acoustic guitar and the trumpet.  

In  Mansons version, the male baritone vocals play the role of the melody, the electric guitar plays the role of the 

melodic accompaniment, as well as the sythesiser. The drums play the role of keeping the beat and the bass 

guitar is the rhythmic accompaniment. 

Dynamics is the relative loudness of a sound, section, or piece. In pieces, they start off mezzoforte, which means 

a little loud, but in Mansons cover, it goes to forte a lot quicker than in P!ATD's cover. in P!ATD's cover, it is mezzo 

forte for most of the song, which means it is a little loud, but not a lot. There are crescendos from the flute just 

before the first verse starts which means the instruments is gradually buildingup the sound. But the big crescendo 

is from the violin just before the first chorus. In the lead up to the chorus, there is a tad of a buildup before most 

instruments fade out except for the flute and the acoustic guitar, then gradually some instruments come back in.  

In Manson's, in the verses, there is no electric guitarand it comes back in the chorus, and this remains the same 

for the duration of the song. The sythesiser is playing the entire song, in mezzopiano, which means a little soft.  

Both are legato, which means the notes are smooth and well connected. 

In P!ATD's cover, there are changes in the texture throughout, itll go from thick texture in the chorus,with all 

instrumentsplaying,to thin in the verses with only 3 instruments or so playing. 

MUSIC SAMPLE: 

P!ATD: 0:04-1:09 

MANSON: 0:16-0:45 

Structure is the form a song is composed and played in and usually contains sections of the same or similar 

sounds. The form of both pieces is in song form, due to the intro, verse, chorus, verse, chorus, verse, verse, 

chorus, bridge, chorus, coda,outro. Both pieces are 2 bar phrasing.  

 



Student Sample 5 

The song 'Fireflies' is written and recorded by artist Owl City and was released 

on his first major label debut album 'Ocean Eyes'. Adam Young, the artist 

behind Owl City, started by uploading music from his basement. After gaining a 

fan base, he released an EP titled 'Of June' in 2007 and an independent album 

titled 'Maybe I'm Dreaming' in 2008. After this, his first major label album was 

'Ocean Eyes' in 2009, with the single 'Fireflies' reaching topping music charts in 

the USA and in Canada. He then released the album 'The Midsummer Station' in 

2012, and 'Mobile Orchestra' in 2015. Owl City's hit single 'Fireflies' was later 

covered by the Orchestral Academy Of Los Angeles in an orchestral style. 

These two pieces, despite being the same song, have many similarities and 

differences. 

 

When discussing pitch in music, it is referring to the notes, in particular the 

highs and lows, of a tone. The melody in the original song by Owl City is sung 

in a tenor pitch in the bass clef. The vocals have a medium range. In the 

orchestral cover however, the melody is shared between the bassoon, clarinet 

and violin, resulting in a varying range and a wide treble register. (Pitch 

Sample) The main melody is disjunct in both pieces since it mainly moves in 

leaps. The phrasing between the songs is also the same-2 bar phrasing in both 

pieces. The pitched instruments heard in the original song are: Synthesizer1, 

violin, vocals, chimes, synthesizer 2, piano, synthesizer 4 and synthesizer 5. The 

pitched instruments in the orchestral version completely change; bassoon, flute, 

vibraphone, violin, cello and clarinet. There are melodic ostinatos(repeated 

melodic pattern) in both songs, as both are playing the same piece, just in 

different styles. In the original, the first synthesizer is playing an ostinato in the 

intro and verse 1, synthesizer 2  is playing one in the verses, the violin plays 

ostinatos in the the 2nd and 3rd verses as well as the bridge alongside the piano, 

with the fourth synthesizer playing in the 2nd and 3rd chorus only. The flutes in 

the orchestral version play the same ostinato as synthesizer 1 in the original 

song and as such, play in the same sections. The violin plays its own ostinato in 

the orchestral version in both the verses and the chorus. 

 

Duration talks about the length of notes and the tempo and beat of a song. Both 

songs have the same time signature-4/4 (4 crotchet beats per bar), and tempo-

Andante(walking pace) although the orchestral version is a little slower and 

slows down more at the end. Both songs are also isometric-only one time 

signature. Another similarity between the two songs is that there aren't really 

any instruments that keep the beat, although synthesizer 3 in the original song 

does perform a rhythmic ostinato in the chorus. The note length in the two songs 

is also relatively similar. (Duration Sample) In Owl City's original version of 

'Fireflies' the main melody uses a mixture of long and short notes with the 



accompaniment using mainly short notes, whereas the orchestral version uses 

mainly long notes for the melody and short notes for the accompaniment. The 

piano plays longer notes in the chorus then in the verse in the original and the 

violin plays longer notes in the bridge then in the verses. In the cover, the violin 

plays longer notes in the chorus than in the verses. There is syncopation in the 

original with synthesizer 3 in the chorus, but there is no syncopation in the 

cover. 

 

Tone colour refers to the instruments in a piece and how they sound. The 

instruments in the original piece of music are synthesizer1, vocals, piano, 

violin-strings, synthesizer 2-electronic sounds, synthesizer 3-electronic sounds, 

synthesizer 4-electronic sounds, synthesizer 5-electronic sounds and chimes-

percussion. The instruments in the orchestral cover are the flute-woodwind, 

clarinet-woodwind, vibraphone-percussion, bassoon-woodwind, violin-strings 

and cello-strings. (Tone Colour Sample) The cello in the orchestral cover 

version are played arco-bowing a  string to produce sound and the clarinet is 

played by blowing into it with a reed inserted. In the original song, the violin is 

bowed to make a sound. The violin in the Owl City original sound smooth, 

moving and elegant, and synthesizer 5 sounds mystical, ethereal and magical. 

The violin in the orchestral version sounds majestic, elegant, flowing and the 

flute sounds light, airy and pretty. The roles of the instruments and their 

classifications are: 

in the original: 

• all synthesizers-electronic sounds-melodic accompaniment 

• vocals-tenor-melody 

• piano-percussion and/or strings-melodic accompaniment 

• violin-strings-melodic accompaniment 

 

in the orchestral cover: 

• flute-woodwind-melodic accompaniment 

• vibraphone-percussion-melodic accompaniment 

• bassoon-woodwind-melody 

• violin-strings-melodic-accompaniment and melody 

• clarinet-woodwind- melody 

• cello-strings-melodic accompaniment 

 

The dynamics and expressive techniques in a piece of music are the louds and 

softs in the different sections of the song. The dynamics used in the original 

'Fireflies' are Mezzo Forte in the 2nd and 3rd chorus and Mezzo Piano in the 

intro, 1st chorus and outro. (Dynamics and Expressive Techniques Sample) 

The dynamics in the Orchestral Academy of Los Angles' cover of the song are 

relatively similar; mezzo forte in the 2nd and 3rd chorus. There are a mixture of 

staccato and legato notes in the original piece's melody but the notes in the 



cover's melody are mainly legato. The main changes throughout the songs are 

between how loud and soft it gets between the sections of both songs. Melisma 

is used by the vocals in the original song mainly in the chorus, although most of 

the 'techniques' used are electronic. In the orchestral cover of 'Fireflies' the 

violins use both pizzicato and arco in different sections to change the sound 

produced throughout the song. The cover also uses rintenuto to slow down the 

outro and end of the piece to give it a different feel to the original. 

 

The structure of a song is how the song is constructed. The structure between 

these two pieces of music is almost identical. Both songs have a typical song 

structure, Verse 1, Chorus, Verse 2, Chorus, Verse 3, Bridge, Chorus, Chorus. 

The only difference is that the cover version skips the bridge and extends the 

outro slightly.  In Owl City's version, the first, second, fourth and fifth 

synthesizers play melodic ostinatos in the verses as melodic accompaniment and 

the piano and violin both play melodic ostinatos in the 2nd and 3rd verses as 

melodic accompaniment. In the cover, the bassoon only plays the melody during 

the first verse, with the clarinets taking over the verses afterwards. The flutes 

continually play melodic ostinatos throughout the song, particularly in the intro 

and first verse. The violin is the melodic accompaniment in the verses but 

changes its role in the chorus to the melody. 

 

Texture is talking about how thick or thin the music sounds. In both pieces the 

music sounds like it has a medium texture as it doesn't sound like many 

instruments are playing at one time, even if they are. (Texture Sample) Both 

songs are homophonic, as they have a singular melody that is always 

accompanied. The melody in the orchestral version does swap between 

instruments however. The texture changes in both songs, becoming thicker 

when it gets louder, and thinner when the music gets softer, in the choruses and 

the intros. 

 

*The sample times are written in my book as I didn't know how to edit the 

songs to get samples 

 

 

 

 

 



Student Sample 6 

The song “Eye of the Tiger” was originally performed by Survivor, and later 

covered by Lee Harding. There are numerous similarities in both pieces, but there 

are also many differences. 

Pitch refers to the degree of highness or lowness of a tone. In both versions “Eye 

of the Tiger” is performed by a male tenor vocalist, although the styles of both 

singers are very different. The melody in both pieces is conjunct, which means 

they move in steps. There are differences in the pitched instruments used in both 

songs. Although both pieces feature a rhythm electric guitar, lead electric guitar, 

bass guitar, and male tenor vocals, Survivor’s version also uses a piano/keyboard, 

and Lee Harding's version has backing vocals. The range and register of both songs 

is wide and treble. Melodic ostinatos are played in both pieces by the lead & 

rhythm guitars, and bass guitar, although a piano/keyboard ostinato is played only 

in Survivor’s version, and an ostinato played by the backing vocals in Lee Harding’s 

rendition. 

MUSICAL SAMPLE 

This musical example demonstrates the difference between the instruments in 

both songs, such as the use of the piano/keyboard in Survivor’s, and the backing 

vocals in Lee Harding’s. It also shows the similarities, such as the style of the 

vocals being tenor, the range and register of both pieces being wide and treble, 

and that they are both conjunct. 

Duration is the time during which something continues. The time signature of both 

pieces is 4/4 and both are isometric. The tempo of Lee Harding’s depiction is 

allegro, fast, whereas Survivor’s is moderato, which means of moderate pace. 

Staccato means short and detached, and legato means smooth and well connected. 

The notes are mainly staccato in Lee Harding’s version, but in Survivor’s version it 

is both staccato and legato. The reason for this is that Survivor’s version is slower 

in some parts, so there is more time to elongate the notes. Both songs have 

rhythmic ostinatos performed by the drums, bass guitar, and rhythm guitar. 

MUSICAL SAMPLE 

This example shows the variations between the tempo and the length of the notes, 

the tempo being allegro in Lee Harding’s rendition, and moderato in Survivor’s. It 

also shows a rhythmic ostinato performed by the drums, bass and rhythm guitar in 

both. 

Tone colour is the quality of a musical note or sound or tone that distinguishes 

different types of sound production. A rhythm electric guitar, lead electric guitar 

and bass guitar, which are all chordophones and electronic sounds, male tenor 

vocals, male tenor backing vocals, which are voices, and drums which is a 

membranophone, all perform in Lee Harding’s rendition of the piece, in Survivor’s 

version a piano/keyboard, which is an idiophone/electronic sound, is added, and 

there are no backing vocals. In Lee Harding’s depiction, the rhythm electric guitar 



is strummed & palm muted, and sounds distorted, dirty and heavy. The lead 

electric guitar is played pizzicato, and sounds wavy (wah-wah pedal) and 

distorted. The bass guitar is performed pizzicato, and is subtle and thumpy. The 

male tenor vocals are sung, and are punky and powerful. The male tenor backing 

vocals are sung, and are also powerful. The drums are performed by hitting, and 

sound punchy and aggressive. In the original version, the lead electric guitar is 

played pizzicato, and sounds distorted and tinny. The rhythm electric guitar is 

played pizzicato, and sound distorted and choppy. The keyboard/piano is played 

by pressing a key(s). They sound stable and strong. The bass guitar is thumpy and 

pronounced, and is played pizzicato. The male tenor vocals are sung and are grand 

& powerful. The drums are hit and sound pronounced.  

MUSICAL SAMPLE 

This excerpt plainly shows the instruments which play in the piece, Survivor’s use 

of a piano, and Lee Harding’s use of backing vocals. Also heard is the style and 

sound of the instruments. 

Structure is the form and arrangement of a piece of music. The form of both 

pieces is song form (intro, verse 1, chorus, verse 2, chorus, verse 3, chorus, chorus 

[in Lee Harding’s version] and coda [in Survivor’s version]). The rhythmic ostinato 

of the drums in Lee Harding’s rendition is played throughout the piece and the 

lead guitar plays a melodic ostinato in the introduction and verse 1. The rhythm 

guitar plays melodic/rhythmic ostinatos in the intro, the verses and the choruses. 

The bass guitar performs a melodic ostinato in the intro and verses. In Survivor’s 

version, the drums also play a rhythmic ostinato throughout, and the rhythm 

guitar, piano/keyboard and bass guitar all play a melodic/rhythmic ostinato in the 

introduction, the verses and the choruses. 

MUSICAL SAMPLE 

This example demonstrates that the last part of the song is different in both 

pieces. In Lee Harding’s version, he repeats the chorus, where as in Survivor’s 

version, a coda in which the phrase “the eye of the tiger” is repeated. It also 

shows the rhythmic ostinato of the drums, the rhythm guitar playing a 

melodic/rhythmic ostinato, and the bass guitar’s rhythmic/melodic ostinato in 

both pieces. 

Texture is the overall sound of a piece of music commonly described according to 

the number of and relationship between parts or lines of music. In the intro, verse 

1, verse 2, and verse 3 of Lee Harding’s cover a rhythm guitar, lead guitar, lead 

vocals, bass guitar, and drums all perform. In Survivor’s version, only the rhythm 

guitar, bass guitar and drums play in the introduction, in verse 1 piano/keyboard, 

bass guitar, drums and vocals perform, in verse 2 the bass guitar, rhythm guitar, 

piano/keyboard, vocals, and drums play, in verse 3 the bass guitar, drums, 

piano/keyboard, and vocals perform. In the choruses of Lee Harding’s depiction, 

rhythm guitar, lead guitar, lead vocals, bass guitar, drums, and backing vocals all 

perform. In the choruses of Survivor’s version, vocals, rhythm guitar, drums and 



bass guitar play. The texture of both songs is medium. Both pieces are 

homophonic, but polyphonic during the line “as he watches us all with the eye”. 

MUSICAL SAMPLE 

In this example all instruments are performing in both songs. From this excerpt it 

is evident that both songs are mostly homophonic 

Dynamics refer to the volume of a sound or note.  Expressive techniques are how 

the performer plays the instrument. In Lee Harding’s depiction of “Eye of the 

Tiger”, in the intro the dynamics are mezzo forte/forte, in verse 1 to the second 

chorus it is forte, in verse 3 it is mezzo forte, and in the final chorus it is forte. In 

Survivor’s version, in the intro the dynamics are mezzo piano/forte, from the first 

chorus to the second chorus it is forte, in verse three it goes back to mezzo forte, 

in the third chorus it is forte again, and in the coda it is forte, then a decrescendo 

to pianissimo. In Lee Harding’s rendition, the techniques of pizzicato, which means 

plucking strings is performed on the bass guitar, lead guitar and rhythm guitar. 

Glissandos (pick scrapes) are played on the rhythm guitar, screaming is performed 

by the vocals. Scat (whoa, oh) is performed by the vocals. Strumming by rhythm 

guitar is played, palm muting is used on the rhythm guitar and the vocals perform 

glissandos. Melisma is performed by the vocals, but only slightly. In Survivor’s 

version, pizzicato is played by the bass guitar, rhythm guitar and lead guitar. 

Melisma is used by the vocals (‘heat’, ‘tiger’). Strumming is performed on the 

rhythm guitar, palm muting is used on rhythm guitar and bass guitar, and left hand 

muting is used on the rhythm guitar. 

MUSICAL SAMPLE 

In this example the introduction to both songs is played. In the intro in both 

versions there are two changes in the dynamics, it starts of mezzo forte, and then 

it changes to forte. You can hear pizzicato performed by the bass guitar and 

rhythm guitar in the introduction in both songs, strumming is played by the lead 

guitar in both introductions, and palm muting is used on the rhythm guitar in both 

as well. In Lee Harding’s rendition, you can hear screaming and scat being used by 

the vocals. A glissando (pick scrape) is heard towards the end of the example by 

the rhythm guitar in Lee Harding’s version. 

Both songs have many similarities and differences, but the main difference is the 

speed and style in which the piece is performed. Other differences are evident, 

but the speed and style are the most distinctive differences. 

MUSICAL SAMPLE 

NOTE: There are two musical examples for each paragraph, an example performed 

by Survivor, and one by Lee Harding. These examples are named what section they 

relate to. 

 

 



Student Sample 7 

Pitch in music refers to the height or depth of sound. In 
the songs "Gold on the Ceiling" by The Black Keys and 
"Wild Love" by Gossling Pitch is used in a variety of 
ways. The Melody in both songs is performed by a 
voice, but the type of voice is different. In the song 
"Gold on the Ceiling" the melody is sung by a male 
tenor voice and in the song "Wild Love" the melody is 
sung by a female mezzo soprano voice. In both songs 
the melody is conjunct, which means it moves in steps. 
In the song "gold on the Ceiling" the range is tenor and 
the range is mid to high range. The other song "wild 
love" it has a treble register an a wide range. "wild love 
has a verity of musical instruments such as two electric 
guitar's ,female vocals and backing vocals , bass guitar 
key board and the electric drums . The other song has a 
key board ,male vocals ,bass guitar ,electric guitar 
rhythmic  and lead ,drums and female backing vocals. 
In the song "gold on the ceiling "has several melodic 
ostinatos the most recognisable is buy the key board  
"wild love" as one buy the elctric guitar 
  
  
The song's "gold on the ceiling" and "wild love" both 
have a 4/4 time signature witch means 4 crochet beats 
per bar the song " gold on the ceiling"  is multmetric 
which means that the time signature the other song " 
wild love " is isometric which means that the time 



signature changes threw  the song in both songs the 
instrument is the drums in  "wild love" the notes are 
mail long legato in the other song " gold on the ceiling 
" the notes are mainly short staccato both songs have a 
rhythmic ostinatos and the drums play them in both 
songs.   
  
In both the songs that I have choose are a song form 
the song "wild love" has a melodic ostinatos and the 
electric guitar plays in throw out the song "gold on the 
ceiling" has lots of melodic ostinatos one of them is 
buy the electric guitar trow out the song one of the 
Interesting things about  gold on the ceiling is that the 
chourus has two parts in which the male vocals sing 
the fist half and the electric guitar plays the other half 
 the texture of both the songs is thin to medium and 
the texture changes trow out the song mainly in the 
melody both the songs are monophonic  
  
In both song there is a display of dynamics and 
expressive techniques in both songs there are displays 
of slides and melisma in the vocals but in the both 
songs they is a different  in the techniques with the 
electric guitar in the song "gold on the ceiling" the 
electric guitar use's hammer on and pull off in the intro 
and distortion thro out the song the other song "wild 
love" techniques like palm muting.   
 



Student Sample 8 

A Thousand Miles- Vanessa Carlton and Paradise- Coldplay 

"A Thousand Miles", originally titled "Interlude", is a pop song written by American singer Vanessa 

Carlton and recorded for her 2002 debut album ‘Be Not Nobody’. The song became Carlton's 

breakthrough hit and one of the most popular songs of the year. It remains Carlton's biggest hit in 

the US to date, and her only single to reach the top ten of the Billboard Hot 100. “Paradise" is a song 

by British alternative rock band Coldplay. The song was released on 12 September 2011. Following 

the release of the album on 30 October 2011, the song became chart eligible in the UK and entered 

the UK Singles Chart at number 14, before taking the number 1 spot on its tenth week, becoming the 

band's second number-one single after "Viva la Vida" in 2008. The song was met with positive 

reviews, and was the bestselling rock song of 2011 in the United Kingdom, selling 410,000 copies. 

Both of these songs had very similar success in the music industry and the Concepts of Music in their 

songs. 

Pitch is the quality of a sound governed by the rate of vibrations producing it; the degree of highness 

or lowness of a tone. The use of pitch is very similar in “A Thousand Miles” and “Paradise” although 

they still have their differences. The melodies for both songs are conjunct (Pitch Music Sample) 

which means they move in steps. Both the range and register are also similar. The range is wide and 

the register is treble. The instruments that have pitch are also similar in each song. The Piano, String 

Instruments and Electric guitar are in both songs although “Paradise” also has male tenor backup 

vocals and a keyboard/synthesizer. Both songs have vocals which performs the melody. In “A 

Thousand Miles” the vocals are female soprano and in “Paradise” they are male tenor. A melodic 

ostinato is a repeated melodic pattern throughout the song.  A difference between the songs is that 

the Coldplay’s song has a melodic ostinato performed by the keyboard/synthesizer but Vanessa 

Carlton’s song has no melodic ostinato. Both songs have similarities in melody but some differences 

in instruments. That makes both of the songs unique and different in Pitch.  

 Duration is the time of which something continues. Duration is very similar in both the songs with 

almost no differences. Both “A Thousand Miles” and “Paradise” have a time signature of 4/4 

(Duration Music Sample) which means four crotchet beats per bar and are isometric which means 

the time signature doesn’t change. The tempo of both the songs is moderato- medium tempo. The 

drums keep the beat in both the songs. Also, both songs are mainly staccato which means the notes 

are mainly short and detached. There is a rhythmic ostinato which is a repeated rhythmic pattern in 

both of the songs. They are played by the drums. Duration is very similar in these songs. It keeps 

both songs in time and lets them flow easily. 

The tone colour of a sound is its personality, a defining trait independent of pitch and volume. In “A 

Thousand Miles” there are Female Vocals, Piano, Drums, String Instrument’s and Electric Guitar. In 

“Paradise” there are Male Vocals, Piano, Drums, String Instruments, Electric Guitar, a 

Keyboard/Synthesizer and Male Backup Vocals.  The Piano, Strings Instruments and Keyboard/ 

Synthesizer are all chordophones. The Drums are Membranophone. The Electric Guitars are 

Electronic Sounds. The Vocals are Male tenor for “Paradise” and Female Soprano for “A Thousand 

Miles”(Tone Colour Music Sample). The Backup Vocals in “Paradise” are male tenor. Both songs are 

mostly similar in their use of instruments. Both Pianos are pressed and sound clean and fluent. The 

Drums are hit and sound repetitive in “Paradise” and rhythmic in “A Thousand Miles”. The Strings 

instruments in both songs are stroked although in “A Thousand Miles” they sound excited and in 

“Paradise” they sound happy. The Electric Guitars are both strummed. In “Paradise” it sounds clean 



and in “A Thousand Miles” it sounds distant. The Keyboard/Synthesizer in “Paradise” was pressed 

and sounded Slow. The backup vocals in “Paradise” were sung and sounded fun and the main vocals 

were sung and sounded confident. The main vocals in “A Thousand Miles” were sung and sounded 

strong. Tone Colour gave each of these songs distinct quality so even though they were a little 

similar they still sounded different.  

Structure is the arrangement of and relations between the parts of a song. Texture describes the 

tactile quality of a form. The form of both of the songs is song form. The songs form of “A Thousand 

Miles” is Introduction, Verse 1, Pre-Chorus, Chorus, Verse 2, Pre-Chorus, Chorus, Bridge, Verse 1, 

Pre-Chorus, Chorus, Chorus then Coda. In “Paradise” the song form is Introduction, Verse 1, Chorus, 

Verse 2, Chorus, Bridge, Chorus, Chorus, Instrument Solo, Chorus then Coda. Coldplay’s song does 

not have a pre-chorus like Vanessa Carlton’s song (Structure Music Sample) although they are still 

both pretty similar in structure. There is a rhythmic ostinato played by the drums in both songs. In 

“Paradise” it is played in the Introduction, Verse 1, Chorus, Verse 2, Chorus, Instrument Solo and 

Chorus but in “A Thousand Miles” it is only played in the Verse’s. In both songs the introduction 

doesn’t have as many instruments as the rest of the song but in “A Thousand Miles” there is only the 

piano whereas in Paradise” there is still Piano, Keyboard/Synthesizer, Drums and String Instruments. 

In “Paradise” Verse 1 has Vocals, Drums and Piano. In the first chorus there is Piano, Drums and 

Vocals. In Verse 2 there are Drums, Vocals, Piano and Keyboard/Synthesizer. In the other chorus’s 

there are Vocals, Piano, Drums and Keyboard/Synthesizer. In the bridge there is the 

Keyboard/Synthesizer and String Instrument/s. In the instrument solo there is the 

Keyboard/Synthesizer, Drums and Electric Guitar and in the coda there is the Piano and Vocals. In “A 

Thousand Miles” Verse 1 has Piano, Vocals and Drums. The pre-chorus has Vocals, Piano, Drums and 

String Instruments. In the chorus there are Vocals, Piano, Drums, String Instruments and the Electric 

Guitar. In Verse 2 there is the Piano, Vocals, Drums, Electric Guitar and String Instruments and in the 

bridge there is the Electric Guitar, Drums, Vocals and String Instruments. The texture of both songs is 

nearly the same with Coldplay’s song being overall medium-thick and Vanessa Carlton’s being 

medium (Texture Music Sample). They are both homophonic which means melody with 

accompaniment. 

The dynamics of a song refers to how it increases in volume and intensity. Expressive technique is 

how the music is played. The dynamics in each song are very different. In “Paradise” the introduction 

is forte- loud. Verse1, First chorus, Verse2 and Bridge are all mezzo forte- moderately loud. The 

Other Chorus’s and Instrument Solo are forte- loud like the introduction and the coda is mezzo 

piano- moderately soft. In “A Thousand Miles” the Introduction is mezzo piano- moderately soft. 

Verse 1, Pre-Chorus, Chorus, Verse 2 and Bridge are all mezzo forte- moderately loud and the Coda 

was mezzo piano- moderately soft like the introduction. Both Vocals use melisma in their songs 

which is to sing more than one note on a syllable. Vanessa does on the word ‘crowd’ and a few 

others and the Coldplay vocalist does it on many words (Dynamic and Expressive Techniques Music 

Sample). Dynamics helps the songs volume increase and decrease so the song blends well. As you 

can see, these songs are similar in many ways but also very different. 

  

 

 

 



Student Sample 9 

Part 1 

Song name: breakeven by the script  

Pitch 

1. What instrument/s perform the melody ?male tenor vocals  

2. Does the melody move mainly in steps or leaps ? (conjunct or disjunct )conjunct  

3. List any instrument that has pitch that you can hear .-  male tenor vocals ,acoustic  guitars,            

bass guitar , keyboard , male backing vocals . 

4. Describe the range and register of the melody .- range- wide , register-tenor  

5. Are there any melodic ostinatos , and if so what instrument performs it .-yes and the acoustic 

guitar  

6. Any other relevant or interesting information ? this song is also played with an electric guitar 

7. Musical sample : 

 Duration 

1.  What is the time signature .- 4/4  , 4 crochet  beats per bar  

2. Is it isometric or multimetric ?isometric  

3. Describe the tempo .- moderato  

4. What instrument/s keep the beat ?drums  

5.  Are the notes mainly short or long ? (staccato or legato)staccato  

6.  Are there any rhythmic ostinatos and of so what instrument performs it ?yes drums  

7.  Any other interesting information  

8.  Musical sample: 

Tone colour  

1. List all instruments  that you can hear .- male tenor vocals , drums ,acoustic guitar , bass guitar , 

keyboard , backing  vocals . 

2. Classify them into the following groups - aerophone , membranophone , chordophone , idiophone 

,electric sounds , and voices   

aerophone  Membranophone  Chordophone  Idiophone  Electric sounds  Voices  

drums  Acoustic guitar   Bass guitar , 
keyboard  

Male tenor 
vocals ,male 
backing vocals  

 

 



 3.  Explain the action used to produce the sound on these instruments  

Name of instrument  how the sound is produced  

Acoustic guitar  Pizzicato , strummed  

Male tenor vocals  By singing  

Keyboard The chords are hit  

Bass guitar  Strummed pizzicato  

Drums  hit and struck  

 

4.  Use adjectives to describe how each instruments sounds .  ` 

how the instrument sounds  

Acousticy 

Deep ,tenor  

Quite , pulled  

Deep and bassy  

Thumpy and cymbally  

 

5.  Any other interesting information ? 

6. Musical sample : 

Structure  

1.  What is the form of the song ? Use the correct terminology - song form , strophic , binary , ternary 

, rondo , through composed , theme and variations .- intro , verse 1 , chorus , verse 2 ,chorus ,bridge 

,verse3  ,coda -song form  

2. If there any ostinatos (rhythmic or melodic ) state what instrument performs it and in which 

section ..-  

3. Any interesting information? 

4. Musical sample: 

  

Texture  

1. List each instrument that you can hear in each section of the music .- 

 intro –drums , acoustic guitar , bass guitar ,  

verse 1 – male tenor ,acoustic guitar , drums bass guitar , keyboard ., 

 chorus –acoustic guitar , bass guitar , drums , male tenor , male backing vocals keyboard , 

verse  2- drums  male backing vocals , acoustic guitar , keyboard , male tenor , bass guitar . , 

bride  – male tenor , backing vocals , bass guitar ,  keyboard ,acoustic guitar , drums   

chorus- acoustic guitar ,male tenor vocals, backing vocals ,drums keyboard  

verse 3 –male tenor vocals 

coda –male tenor vocals ,acoustic guitar ,bass guitar, drums ,keyboard 

2. Describe the music as thick , medium or thin in texture .- medium  

3. What type of texture is the music (monophonic , homophonic , polyphonic )-homophonic  



4. Any interesting information ? 

5. Musical sample:  

  

Dynamics &expressive technique's 

1. Describe the dynamics used in each section of the song.- 

Introduction- P-piano soft  

Verse1 –MP-mezzo piano – moderately soft  

Chorus – F- forte – loud  

Verse2-Mp- mezzo piano – moderately soft  

Bridge- MF- mezzo forte – moderately loud  

Verse3 – MP – mezzo piano – moderately soft  

Corus – FF- fortissimo – very loud  

Coda –MF  – moderately loud 

2. If you can hear any "fancy" bits in the music describe how that sound is produced and what 

instruments it is performed by .- 

3. Any interesting information ? 

 

Part 2  

 Song name : breakeven covered by Reece mastin  

Pitch 

1. What instrument/s perform the melody ?male tenor vocalists  

2. Does the melody move mainly in steps or leaps ? (conjunct or disjunct ) conjunct  

3. List any instrument that has pitch that you can hear ., male tenor vocals , bass guitar, electric 

guitar , keyboard  

4. Describe the range and register of the melody .- range - wide , register - tenor  

5. Are there any melodic ostinatos , and if so what instrument performs it ? yes electric guitar  

6. Any other relevant or interesting information ? 

7. Musical sample: 

Duration 

1. What is the time signature ? -
4

4
, 4 crochet beats per bar   

2. it isometric or multimetric ?- isometric  

3. Describe the tempo - moderato  

4. What instrument/s keep the beat ?drums  

5. Are the notes mainly short or log ? (staccato or legato)staccato  



6. Are there any rhythmic ostinatos and of so what instrument performs it ?yes the drums  

7. Any other interesting information  

8. Musical sample:  

Tone colour  

1. List all instruments  that you can hear – electric guitar , male tenor vocals , drums, bass guitar 

,male backing vocals  

2. Classify them into the following groups - electric sounds ,  idiophone , chordophone , voices 

,aerophone ,membranophone  

Electric sounds  Idiophone  Chordophone  Voices  Aerophone  Membranophone  

Electric guitar , 
bass guitar  

  Male tenor 
vocals , male 
backing 
vocals  

 Drums  

 

2. Explain the action used to produce the sound a sound on these instruments  

Name of instrument  How  the sound is produced  

Male tenor vocals  By singing  

Backing vocals  By singing  

Electric guitar  Strummed and pizzicato  

Bass guitar  Strummed pizzicato  

Drums  Hit  

 

4. Use adjectives to describe how each instruments sounds . 

how the instruments sound 

Deep , bumpy  

Quite, highish 

Twangy, 

Bassy  

Tumpy ,  

 

5. any other interesting information ? 

6. Musical sample : 

Structure  

1. What is the form of the song ? Use the correct terminology - song form , strophic , binary , ternary 

, rondo , through composed , theme and variations .- intro ,verse1 , chorus, verse 2,  bridge , verse3 , 

chorus , coda- song form  



2. If there any ostinatos (rhythmic or melodic )state what instrument performs it and in which 

section .-  

3. Any interesting information ? 

4. Musical sample : 

Texture  

1. List each instrument that you can hear in each section of the music 

 intro –drums , acoustic guitar , bass guitar ,  

verse 1 – male tenor ,electric guitar , drums bass guitar ,  

 chorus –electric guitar , bass guitar , drums , male tenor , male backing vocals  

verse  2- drums  male backing vocals , electric guitar , , male tenor , bass guitar . , 

bridge  – male tenor vocals  , backing vocals , bass guitar ,  electric guitar , drums   

chorus- aelectric guitar ,male tenor vocals, backing vocals ,drums  

verse 3 –male tenor vocals , male backing vocals , electric guitar , drums  

coda –male tenor vocals ,electric guitar ,bass guitar, drums , 

2. Describe the music as thick , medium or thin in texture .- the texture is medium  

3. What type of texture is the music (monophonic , homophonic , polyphonic )-homophonic  

4. Any interesting information ? 

5. Musical sample:  

Dynamics &expressive technique's 

1. Describe the dynamics used in each section of the song. 

Introduction- P-piano soft  

Verse1 –MP-mezzo piano – moderately soft  

Chorus – F- forte – loud  

Verse2-Mp- mezzo piano – moderately soft  

Bridge- MF- mezzo forte – moderately loud  

Verse3 – MP – mezzo piano – moderately soft  

Corus – FF- fortissimo – very loud  

Coda –MF  – moderately loud  

2. If you can hear any "fancy" bits in the music describe how that sound is produced and 

what instruments it is performed by . 

3. Any interesting information ? 

4. Musical sample : Musical sample : 

 

Viva voce paragraphs /speech: 



good morning today I am doing my viva voce, I have analysed two songs ,”Breakeven” by the script 

and “Breakeven” covered by Reece mastin , I chose these songs because I wanted to point out the 

differences between the original version and the covered version and how the different instruments 

make tem sound less or more involvement .  

 

Here are the paragraphs for the original version of breakeven by the script : 

Pitch 

In the songs “Breakeven” by The script and “ Breakeven” covered by Reece mastin  , the concept of 

pitched has been used .In both of these songs the main melody is performed by the male tenor  

vocals and they both move in steps also known as conjunct , the pitched instrument in “breakeven” 

by the script are the male tenor vocals , male backing vocals ,acoustic guitar, bass guitar, and  

keyboard  also in “Breakeven” covered by Reece mastin the instruments are the male tenor vocals , 

male backing vocals ,electric guitar and  bass guitar .The range for these songs is wide and the 

register is tenor . In  “breakeven” by the script  the melodic ostinato  is performed by the acoustic 

guitar and “breakeven” covered by Reece mastin the ostinato is performed by the electric guitar  

Duration  

The time signature in “Breakeven” by The script and “Breakeven” covered by Reece mastin is  
4

4
  / 4 

crochet beats per bar and is isometric which stays the same. Also in each song the tempo is 

moderato and the drums keep the beat  , the notes are staccato short and detached in “Breakeven” 

by the script the rhythmic ostinato is performed by the drums ant is the same for “ Breakeven” 

covered by Reece mastin  

 

Tone colour  

The instruments that I heard in “Breakeven ” by The script are the male tenor vocals , male backing 

vocals , acoustic guitar , bass guitar and drums , and the instruments that I heard for “Breakeven “ 

covered by Reece mastin are the male tenor vocals , male backing vocals , electric guitar, bass guitar 

and drums. Here are the roups tey are classified into : 

“Breakeven” by the script  

aerophone Membranophone Chordophone Idiophone Electric sounds Voices 

 Drums  Acoustic 
guitar  

 Bass guitar , 
keyboard 

Male tenor 
vocals ,male 
baking vocals  

 

 “Breakeven”  covered by Reece mastin 

 

Aerophone  Membranophone  Chordophone  Idiophone  Electric sounds  Voices  

 Drums    Electric guitar , 
bass guitar  

Male tenor 
vocals , male 
backing  
vocals  



Breakeven by te script  

Name of instrument  how the sound is produced   Describing word/s 

Male tenor vocals  Sung  Deep and dirty  

Acoustic guitar  Pizzicato , strummed  Clean  

Bass guitar  Strummed , pizzicato  Deep and bassy  

Keyboard  The chords are hit  Quite /loud, quick  

Drums  Hit or tapped  Thumpy and cymbally  

Male backing vocals  Sung  Quite , highish 

 

Breakeven covered by Reece mastin  

Name of instrument  how the sound is produced  Describing word/s  

Male tenor vocals  sung Pitchy , deep and bumpy  

Male backing vocals  sung Quite , highish 

Electric guitar  Pizzicato , strummed Twangy  

Bass guitar  Pizzicato , strummed  Bassy  

Drums  hIt  Deep thumpy 

 

Structure  

The  form of song for breakeven by the script and breakeven covered by Reece mastin is song form - 

intro ,verse1 , chorus, verse 2,  bridge , verse3 , chorus , and  coda. 

Texture 

I have listed the instruments in each section of the song for each song 

“Breakeven” by the script  : intro –drums , acoustic guitar , bass guitar ,  

verse 1 – male tenor ,acoustic guitar , drums bass guitar , keyboard ., 

chorus –acoustic guitar , bass guitar , drums , male tenor , male backing vocals keyboard , verse  2- 

drums  male backing vocals , acoustic guitar , keyboard , male tenor , bass guitar . bride  – male tenor 

, backing vocals , bass guitar ,  keyboard ,acoustic guitar , drums   

chorus- acoustic guitar ,male tenor vocals, backing vocals ,drums keyboard  

verse 3 –male tenor vocals 

coda –male tenor vocals ,acoustic guitar ,bass guitar, drums ,keyboard  

“Breakeven ”covered by Reece mastin  :  

intro –drums , acoustic guitar , bass guitar ,  

verse 1 – male tenor ,electric guitar , drums bass guitar ,  

 chorus –electric guitar , bass guitar , drums , male tenor , male backing vocals  

verse  2- drums  male backing vocals , electric guitar , , male tenor , bass guitar . , 

bridge  – male tenor vocals  , backing vocals , bass guitar ,  electric guitar , drums   

chorus- electric guitar ,male tenor vocals, backing vocals ,drums  



verse 3 –male tenor vocals , male backing vocals , electric guitar , drums  

coda –male tenor vocals ,electric guitar ,bass guitar, drums . 

The music is medium and the texture is homophonic  

 

Dynamics & Expressive technique’s . 

Here are the dynamics used for both songs : Introduction- P-piano soft,  Verse1 –MP-mezzo piano – 

moderately soft,  Chorus – F- forte – loud Verse2-Mp- mezzo piano – moderately soft , Bridge- MF- 

mezzo forte – moderately loud,  Verse3 – MP – mezzo piano – moderately soft , Corus – FF- 

fortissimo – very loud,  Coda –MF  – moderately loud. The dynamics are used quite well in breakeven 

by the script and covered by Reece mastin. Thank you for  your time and listening to my viva voce . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Student Sample 10 

Song Choice 1:  Skinny Love - Birdy 
 
Pitch 
1. What instrument/s perform the melody?  Female Vocals 
 
2. Does the melody move mainly in steps of leaps? (conjunct or disjunct)  steps - conjunct 
 
3. List any instrument that has pitch that you can hear. Piano 
 
4. Describe the range and register of the melody.   
Range: Vocals - Wide 
Register: Treble 
 
5. Are there any melodic ostinatos, and if so what instrument performs it?  No melodic 
ostinatos. 
 
6. Any other interesting information?  
This song is a cover song, the original is sung by Bon Iver. 
 
7. Musical Sample: Of the piano –  
 

sample 1.wav
 

 
Duration 

1. What is the time signature? 
4

4
 – 4 crotchet beats per bar 

 
2. Is it isometric or multimetric? Isometric 
  
3. Describe the tempo. Slow - Adagio 
 
4. What instrument/s keep the beat? Piano 
 
5. Are the notes mainly short or long? (staccato or legato) legato – long 
 
6. Are there any rhythmic ostinatos and of so what instrument performs it? There are no 
ostinatos. 
 
Tone Colour 
1. List all the instruments that you can hear.  
2. Classify them into the following groups—Percussion, String, Woodwind, Brass OR 
Idiophone, Chordophone, Aerophone, Membranophone and Electronic Sounds. 
3. Explain the action used to produce a sound on these instruments.  
4. Use adjectives to describe how each instrument sounds. 
 

Instrument Classification Action Describe 

Piano Chordophone or 
Idiophone 

Press the keys Clean, graceful 



Vocals Vocals – Female 
Soprano 

Sing Soft, smooth, pretty 

 
5. Any other interesting information? The only instrument that is played in this song (besides 
vocals) is the piano. 
 
Structure 
1. What is the form of the song? Use the correct terminology—song form, strophic, binary, 
ternary, rondo, through composed, theme and variations 
Introduction, Verse 1, Chorus, Verse 2, Chorus, Bridge, Coda – Song Form 
 
2. If there any ostinatos (rhythmic or melodic) state what instrument performs it and in which 
section. There are no ostinatos. 
 
Texture 
1. List each instrument that you can hear in each section of the music.  
Piano - Introduction, Verse 1, Chorus, Verse 2, Chorus, Bridge, Coda 
Female Vocals - Verse 1, Chorus, Verse 2, Chorus, Bridge, Coda 
 
2. Describe the music as thick, medium or thin in texture.  
Thin Texture 
 
3. What type of texture is the music? (monophonic, homophonic, polyphonic) Homophonic 
 
4.  Musical Sample: Bridge  
 

sample 2.wav
 

 
Dynamics and Expressive Techniques 
1. Describe the dynamics used in each section of the song.  
Introduction – p - piano - soft 
Verse 1 – mp – mezzo piano – moderately soft 
Chorus – mp – mezzo piano – moderately soft 
Verse 2 – mf – mezzo forte – moderately loud 
Chorus – mf – mezzo forte – moderately loud to mp – mezzo piano – moderately soft 
Bridge – to mp – mezzo piano – moderately soft 
Coda - mf – mezzo forte – moderately loud 
 
2. If you can hear any “fancy” bits in the music describe how that sound is produced and 
what instrument it is performed by. 
The female vocalist uses melisma which is sung by singing several notes on one syllable. 
 
3. Musical Sample: Vocalist Using Melisma 

sample 3.wav
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Song Choice 2:  Skinny love – Ed Sheeran 

Pitch 
1. What instrument/s perform the melody? Male Tenor Vocals  
 
2. Does the melody move mainly in steps of leaps? (conjunct or disjunct) conjunct - steps 
 
3. List any instrument that has pitch that you can hear. Acoustic Guitar  
 
4. Describe the range and register of the melody.  
Range: Wide 
Register: Lower Treble 
 
5. Are there any melodic ostinatos, and if so what instrument performs it? There are no 
ostinatos. 
 
6. Any other relevant or interesting information? This song is a cover song, the original 
‘Skinny Love’ is sung by Bon Iver. 
 
7. Musical Sample: Acoustic Guitar In Introduction – 
 

sample 4.wav
 

 
Duration 

1. What is the time signature?  
4

4
 – 4 crotchet beats per bar 

 
2. Is it isometric or multimetric? Isometric 
 
3. Describe the tempo. Moderato – Medium Pace 
 
4. What instrument/s keep the beat? Acoustic Guitar 
 
5. Are the notes mainly short or long? (Staccato or legato) Staccato – Short and Detached 
 
6. Are there any rhythmic ostinatos and of so what instrument performs it? There are no 
rhythmic ostinatos 
 
Tone Colour 
1. List all the instruments that you can hear.  
2. Classify them into the following groups—Percussion, String, Woodwind, Brass OR 
Idiophone, Chordophone, Aerophone, Membranophone and Electronic Sounds. 
3. Explain the action used to produce a sound on these instruments.  
4. Use adjectives to describe how each instrument sounds. 
 

Instrument Classification Action Describe 

Acoustic Guitar Chordophone  Strum, Pizzicato 
(Pluck) 

Clean, Crisp 

Vocals Vocals – Male, Tenor Sing Raspy, Smooth 

 



 
 
5. Musical Sample: Vocals - 
 

sample 5.wav
 

 
Structure 
1. What is the form of the song? Use the correct terminology—song form, strophic, binary, 
ternary, rondo, through composed, theme and variations 
Introduction, Verse 1, Chorus, Verse 2, Chorus, Bridge, Coda – Song Form 
 
2. If there any ostinatos (rhythmic or melodic) state what instrument performs it and in which 
section. There are no ostinatos 
 
Texture 
1. List each instrument that you can hear in each section of the music.  
Acoustic Guitar and Vocals are played throughout the whole song. 
 
2. Describe the music as thick, medium or thin in texture.  
Thin texture. 
 
3. What type of texture is the music? (Monophonic, homophonic, polyphonic) Homophonic 
 
Dynamics and Expressive Techniques 
1. Describe the dynamics used in each section of the song. 
Introduction – mp – mezzo piano – moderately soft 

Verse 1 – mf – mezzo forte – moderately loud to f - forte – loud  

Chorus – mf – mezzo forte – moderately loud 

Verse 2 – f – forte – loud  

Chorus – mf – mezzo forte – moderately loud 

Bridge - mf – mezzo forte – moderately loud 

Coda - mf – mezzo forte – moderately loud 

 
2. If you can hear any “fancy” bits in the music describe how that sound is produced and 
what instrument it is performed by. 
Vocals – Melisma, Falsetto 
Guitar – Hammer on and pull off  
 
The original song ‘Skinny Love” was sung by Bon Iver, and not long after Ed Sheeran and 

Birdy both did amazing covers of the song. They are very similar in some ways but also very 

different in other. 

Pitch in music is the degree of highness or lowness of a sound. In the song Birdy’s version of 

‘Skinny Love’ the main instrument in the melody is sung by female soprano vocals, whereas 

in Ed Sheeran’s version of ‘Skinny Love’ it is sung by Male tenor vocals. Although the 

melodies main instruments are different they both are conjunct which means they move in 

steps. Other instruments in the melody are the piano for Birdy’s version and the Acoustic 



guitar for Ed Sheeran’s version of the song. They both only use their voices and one 

instrument to play this song. Birdy and Ed Sheeran both have the same wide register for 

both their version, but Ed Sheeran’s range is in lower treble and Birdy’s is in treble. There 

are no melodic ostinatos played in both songs. 

Duration in a musical concept refers to the length of a sound. Both version of the same song 

have a 4/4 time signature (which is 4 crotchet beats per bar) and is isometric which means 

the time signature doesn’t change. The tempos of the two versions are different, Birdy’s 

version the tempo is adagio which means slow but in Ed Sheeran’s version the tempo is 

moderato which is at a medium pace. Ed Sheeran’s version of ‘Skinny Love’ is staccato 

which means the notes are short and detached, and the instrument that keeps the beat is 

the acoustic guitar. In Birdy’s version the beat is kept by the piano and the notes are legato 

which means long and smooth. There are no rhythmic ostinatos in either versions of the 

song. 

Tone colour in music refers to the instruments used in a song. The instruments played in 

both versions are very different. In birdy’s cover of the song she uses a piano, which is a 

chordophone or idiophone and is played by pressing the keys and sounds very clean and 

graceful. Birdy also sings and uses her Female Soprano Vocals to sing very soft, smooth 

and sounds very pretty. In Ed Sheeran’s cover instead of a piano he uses an acoustic guitar 

which is played by strumming but can be also played with pizzicato which is plucking the 

strings. The guitar is and a chordophone and sounds clean and crisp. Ed Sheeran also uses 

his male tenor voice and sounds very raspy and smooth throughout the song. 

In music, structure, is how the parts of the song are arranged in order. In both cover songs 

the order of the song goes introduction first, then verse 1, chorus, verse 2, chorus, bridge, 

and finally a coda, this type of structure is called song form and is very common.  

Texture in a song is the number of instruments performing together. In Ed Sheeran’s version 
of Skinny Love the acoustic Guitar and vocals are played throughout the whole song. In 
Birdy’s version the piano plays the whole way through but the vocals are only sung through 
everything but the introduction. Both songs have a very thin texture and are homophonic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dynamics in music refer to the level of volume performed by an instrument. The dynamics 
used in each section of Birdy’s version of ‘Skinny Love’ went from piano (which is soft) in the 
introduction, then to mezzo piano (which is moderately soft) in verse 1 and the chorus, then 
to mezzo forte (which is moderately loud) in verse 2, then from mezzo forte to mezzo piano 
in the second chorus, then stayed mezzo piano in the bridge and came to mezzo forte to end 
the song with a coda. In Ed Sheeran’s version the introduction started mezzo piano 
(moderately soft) then from mezzo forte (moderately loud) to forte (loud) in verse 1, then in 
the chorus it stays mezzo forte, then goes back up to forte in verse 2, in the second chorus, 
bridge and coda it stays mezzo forte.  
 
Expressive Techniques refers to the techniques used by an instrument to create a variety of 
sounds. In Ed Sheeran’s version he uses melisma, which is when a vocalist sings many 
notes on the same syllable and falsetto which is a weaker and more airy voice, and usually 
in the higher pitch ranges. The guitarist is using hammer on and pull of techniques. A 
'hammer on' is when a note is sounded, and while it is still ringing, a left hand finger is used 



to quickly press down a fret that is on the same string, and close to the original fret. A 'pull 
off' is basically the same thing, but backwards.  
 
Edward Christopher "Ed" Sheeran is an English singer, songwriter, and producer. Sheeran 
broke through commercially in June 2011; when his debut single "The A Team" debuted at 
number three on the UK Singles Chart. He is currently signed under Atlantic Records. Ed 
Sheeran was born in Halifax, West Yorkshire, before moving to Framlingham, Suffolk. He 
learned guitar at a very young age, and began writing songs during his time at Thomas Mills 
High School in Framlingham. 
 
Jasmine Van den Bogaerde, also known by her stage name Birdy, is an English musician 
known for winning the music competition Open Mic UK in 2008, at the age of 12. At the age 

of 14, her version of Bon Iver’s “Skinny Love,” released in 2011, was her first hit on UK music 
charts. Birdy was born on May 15, 1996, in Lymington, England. Her mother is a concert 
pianist, and Birdy learned to play piano at the age of six, and began writing her own music at 
the age of 7. Birdy currently studies at Priestlands School in Lymington, a small state school 
which specialises in performing and visual arts. She sings and plays the piano.  
 
 

 


